
Revolving Doors

Making the right entrance
Combining innovative products, quality engineering and complete customer support, Boon Edam 

supplies an unrivalled range of automatic and manual revolving doors, security revolving doors and 

secure entry portals worldwide.

Door Systems

Combining quality engineering with flexible design and 
complete customer support, Boon Edam supplies the 
largest portfolio of revolving doors available. Whatever 
the scale and purpose, our designs can be adapted to 
meet almost any criteria.

A revolving door creates a highly prestigious, safe 
and efficient entrance to almost any building. It also 
ensures immediate savings on energy costs along 
with creating a comfortable environment for staff and 
visitors to your building.

Security Access

Today's world demands accessibility and security 
at the same time. Combining these apparent 
contradictions is challenging, but accessibility and 
security meet each other in Boon Edam's wide range of 
ingenious security products. 

We have developed one of the most sophisticated 
ranges of security access products available today, 
allowing you to monitor and manage the flow of people 
into and around your premises.
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Manual  
Revolving Doors

Manual Revolving Doors
Manual revolving doors from Boon Edam offer a cost-effective means of maintaining a 

building's environment while allowing people to pass through freely. 

Whether you are looking to conserve energy or increase comfort levels at your entrance, 

our wide range of 3-wing or 4-wing, high quality manual revolving doors provides the 

TQM
The TQM is a high quality revolving door with eye-catching 
features. Its unique design combines architectural beauty 
and flexible dimensions with a wide choice of finishes and 
a comprehensive list of options to ensure a perfect entrance 
every time.

Crystal TQ 
The Crystal TQ combines laminated and tempered glass to 
minimize the traditionally framed elements of a revolving 
door. The result is a virtually transparent revolving door that 
is perfect for use with contemporary glass facades while still 
blending in beautifully with more classical architectural styles.

Automatic Revolving Doors
Automatic revolving doors from Boon Edam are more than just doors. They are impressive 

comfort and saving energy.

applications such as airports, hotels and hospitals.

Automatic  
Revolving Doors

TQA
The TQA is the smallest but most popular automatic 
revolving door in our lineup. Designed with the same 
technology and safety systems as our larger doors, the TQA 
provides maximum value at a significantly lower price point.

At 8’0”, 10’0” or 12’0” in diameter, the 3-wing TQA 
provides a comfortable compartment size for most moderate 
pedestrian traffic. At 10’0” or 12’0” in diameter, the TQA 
can also accommodate wheelchairs.



Tourlock 180+90
Our Tourlock 180+90 is a 4-wing security door that allows 
a continuous, bi-directional flow of authorized people while 
preventing tailgating and unauthorized entry. 

StereoVision

StereoVision is our revolutionary overhead sensor system 
that recognizes shape, size and volume in three dimensions 
to detect and prevent piggybacking, ensuring an extremely 
high level of security.
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Twintour
Our Twintour is a unique concept with an unprecedented 
passage capacity. The Twintour consists of two 2-wing 
revolving doors rotating at right-angles to one another. The 
specially developed synchronous drive ensures the entrance is 
always draft proof. The Twintour is our most economical door 
in terms of the energy it consumes and the energy it saves.

Duotour
The Duotour is a 2-wing revolving door with spacious 
compartments that easily accommodate large objects. It 
provides simple, bi-directional, straight-line access and 
provides a high capacity throughput of people. Two revolving 
triangular showcases at each end of the doorset provide 
valuable space for product displays or advertising.

Tournex
The Tournex is a sophisticated, 3- or 4-wing automatic 
revolving door with spacious compartments, easily able to 
cope with intensive pedestrian traffic flow while protecting 
the building environment from drafts. With a range of 
diameters up to 20’0”, the Tournex is large enough to safely 
accommodate shopping carts, stretchers and wheelchairs, 
making it a truly impressive and versatile solution.

Security Doors & Portals

Security Doors & 
Portals
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TAP-50
Our TAP-50 half portal offers a unique solution for securing existing doorways. The 
TAP-50 is designed to retrofit your existing swing door and installs flush to the floor, 
eliminating the need for excavation. Ideal for data centers and other maximum security 
locations, the TAP-50 prevents piggybacking using a sophisticated ultrasonic overhead 
sensor to scan the cabin and deny access if two or more people are detected.

TAP-100 & 200
Our single entry TAP-100 and TAP-200 security portals 
prevent piggybacking and integrate with any access 
control system. 

The small diameter TAP-100 cylindrical portal offers optional 
bullet resistant glass and optional metal detection to offer 
you maximum security and ease of mind. 

The large diameter TAP-200 cylindrical portal provides 
flexibility and state-of-the-art technology to ensure the 
highest level of security with a larger portal size for ADA 
or other requirements. The TAP-200 can also incorporate a 
two-zone mat and bi-parting glass.

Circlelock 100 & 200
Boon Edam’s Circlelock secure entry portal provides the 
highest level of security balanced with ease and speed 
of operation for your entrance. Several anti-piggybacking 
security systems are available with the Circlelock, 
including a two-zone mat and our sophisticated 3D 
StereoVision technology. Two different sizes are available 
to accommodate your various traffic requirements.

TAP-250
The TAP-250 multipurpose portal has an extended 
72” cabin length for ADA compatibility and can 
accommodate small cart traffic. This single entry portal 
prevents piggybacking and integrates with any access 
control system.


